A Therion Tutorial
Written by Footleg
(This is still a work in progress: draft 15th Mar. 2016. The online home of this tutorial is the UK
Cave Surveying Group website, where you may find an updated version or even the finished
thing: 
http://cp.cavesurveying.org.uk/index.php/training
)
This tutorial is designed to take you through the steps of creating cave surveys using Therion,
starting with the initial data recorded underground and ending up with a finished survey drawing
as a PDF showing a plan, elevation and crosssections. It does not cover the process of actually
surveying the cave.
In order to follow this tutorial, you will need the following:
● Some cave survey data (measurements and sketches taken underground)
● Therion (Cave survey drawing and cave data management application with viewer)
● PocketTopo (software used to record measurements and sketch cave passages
underground and run on a Windows Mobile PDA. A PDA or a Windows computer can be
used to run the program in order to follow this tutorial.)
The tutorial is presented as a series of lessons, each of which builds on the previous lessons.
The actual survey data used to present the lessons is available in the tutorial download ZIP file.
You probably want to use this data rather than some of your own as it has been carefully
chosen to allow all the different aspects of Therion to be taught without needing to draw a huge
amount of cave passage. If you start at lesson 1 with the raw survey data and follow the
complete tutorial then each lesson will start with the data you will have generated in the
previous lesson.
To ensure you have a working set of files for any lesson the tutorial download ZIP file contains
the complete set of files as they should be at the end of each lesson. So if for example you find
that you cannot get something working in lesson 5 then compare the files in the lesson 5 folder
of the downloaded data with your files to see what the differences are. (If you have not used file
comparison tools before then I would recommend the free WinMerge tool listed in the download
links at the end of this document). If you want to jump straight to a later lesson in the tutorial
(maybe you already have some knowledge of the Therion basics) then you should start the
lesson with the files from the downloaded data for the previous numbered lesson. e.g. If you are
jumping straight to lesson 8 then start with the files from the lesson 7 folder.
The data files for all the lessons (and a PDF of this tutorial) can be downloaded from here:
http://wscc.darkgem.com/footleg/therion/
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This course guide was written using the following software versions:
● Therion 
(v5.3.16, released 30th Dec. 2014) h
ttp://therion.speleo.sk
● PocketTopo 
(v1.372, released 22nd Aug. 2014) h
ttp://paperless.bheeb.ch
Survey data entry and sketching application for Windows Mobile PDAs.
● Survex 
(v1.2.16, released 17th Oct. 2014) h
ttp://survex.com
Cave data processing application and viewer
To get the most out of this tutorial, you may also want to install the following applications (see
the end of this document for download links):
● Sumatra PDF 
(This PDF viewer will not lock your PDF file when you are viewing it. So
you do not have to keep closing the PDF viewer every time you want to compile your
Therion project.)
● WinMerge 
(File comparison tool, also known as a DIFF tool. Enables you to compare
two text files and see what the differences are. Handy when your data files are not
working as expected, to compare with the lesson files from the downloaded data.)
● TerrainTool 
(Creates a landscape mesh to show the surface over your survey)
● GMapCatcher 
(Enables you to download map tiles to create a photo overlay for your
surface mesh)

Outline of the Training Lessons
The first two lessons in this tutorial deal with getting cave survey data recorded using
PocketTopo on a PDA into Therion. The drawing starts in lesson 3. If you are following these
lessons using the example data then everything should look just as it does in the screen
captures used to illustrate the lessons. If you choose to use your own data then you will have to
make your own interpretation of what your drawing looks like compared to the example images
shown in this tutorial. If you are working with paper notes from a cave surveying trip done with
paper and pencil note taking and sketching then you should start with the alternative lesson 3b
to get set up ready for the drawing lessons which follow.
The survey data used for this series of lessons is from my resurvey project of the popular
Swildon’s Hole in Somerset, UK. I selected this data set because it represents some real world
data and some of the problems in building up from a simple single surveying trip to combining
the output from multiple trips into a larger map. It is also a cave with a steep gradient so it
illustrates some of the challenges of overlapping passages and how scraps can be arranged to
neatly illustrate the depth of the cave using colour.
Lesson 1
: Exporting the data from the PocketTopo application
Lesson 2
: Creating a Therion Project and Generating a 3D Model
Lesson 3
: Drawing the plan outline for a passage
Lesson 3b: Creating a Therion Project from paper sketches and cave survey notes
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Lesson 4
: Drawing symbols using other line types
Lesson 5
: Adding symbols and text using points
Lesson 6
: Area fills
Lesson 7
: Working with multiple scraps
Lesson 8
: Larger Project Data Structures
Lesson 9
: Using Layouts to change styles
Lesson 10: Controlling Symbols Styles and Using Predefined Layouts
Lesson x: Creating a Layout to control styles
Lesson x: Adding XSections
Lesson x: Customising the Rendering Style and Symbol Sets
Lesson x: Editing outlines tips and tricks
Lesson x: Adding a Landscape Overlay to the model
Lesson x: Drawing an Elevation
Advanced Topics
Lesson x: Working on larger projects
 data structures and file organisation
 station naming in scraps covering multiple survey trips
Lesson x: Advanced scrap joins
 Outline in/out
 Hiding joins in area fills and under curved lines

Before Starting
This tutorial will involve working with a number of different file types, all of which are plain text
files. In order to distinguish between all the different types of text files it will really help to have
file extensions showing on Windows computers. So find the option to show extensions in
Windows Explorer (on older versions of Windows the option is under ‘Folder and Search
Options’, on the ‘View’ tab of the settings dialog look for the checkbox ‘Hide extensions for
known file types’, and make sure it is NOT ticked. In Windows explorer you should see Text files
have a .txt on the end of their filename. We will create other files which contain plain text, but
have various other extensions for Therion to understand how to open them.
You should have downloaded the tutorial files in order to follow these lessons. Unzip the
downloaded zip file and you should have a series of numbered Lesson folders (each of which
contains the file structure you should end up with by the end of the lesson they relate to. You
can find all the PocketTopo data files used in this tutorial in the ‘PocketTopo Data’ folder. We
will start lesson 1 with one of these files, and by the end of the lesson, you should have a
project folder containing a number of files and folders identical to those in the Lesson 1 folder
from the download.
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Lesson 1: Exporting the data from the PocketTopo application
The first set of lessons in this tutorial are based on a single survey trip of a straightforward bit of
cave passage. This will keep things simple while we learn the basics of drawing, before the later
lessons will introduce more problems from more complex parts of the cave. The survey data and
drawings done underground on the PDA are all saved in a PocketTopo file with the file
extension ‘.top’. We need to export this data in a format which captures all the information in
plain text files which can be read on any computer. These will be used to import the data into
Therion, but also to archive the data in a format that will be readable to people in the future
without needing PocketTopo and a computer which can run it. You can either complete this first
lesson running PocketTopo on a Windows Mobile PDA, or by running the PocketTopo program
on a Windows computer. The steps which follow assume you are running PocketTopo on a
PDA, so if you are running it on a computer then instead of saving to a memory card you can
just save the export files directly to your hard disk.
Open the ‘ShortDryWay.top’ file in PocketTopo (using the File/Open menu). You should see the
numbers representing the survey data, and also be able to view the sketches in PocketTopo.
Select File/Export/
Text
from the menu. On the window that opens, change the location to one of
your memory cards (rather than main memory), chose a folder on your memory card and enter
‘ShortDryWay’ in the name field. Then click Save. This will save a file named ‘ShortDryWay.txt’
to your memory card. This file contains all the survey data (the numbers), including the trip date,
declination, and any comments added on the data screen.
Select File/Export/
Therion
from the menu. On the window that opens, change the location to
one of your memory cards (rather than main memory), chose a folder on your memory card and
enter ‘ShortDryWayth’ in the name field. Then click Save. This will save a file named
‘ShortDryWayth.txt’ to your memory card. This file contains both the data and drawings in a
format which can be imported into the Therion software. We added the ‘th’ onto the end of the
filename so that we did not overwrite the previous text file.
We do not need the first Text export file for importing into Therion, as the second Therion export
file contains everything Therion needs. But the comments are only output into the Text export
file. So in order to retain this important information we need to export both files. If you are
curious you can open both these .txt files in
We should now have all our data saved onto the memory card on the PDA. (This is assuming
you kept the original .top file on the memory card during the survey trip. It is recommended to do
this as it means you can still get your data out if your PDA was damaged while underground.
You can still remove the memory card from a dead PDA and read it on another computer. But
you will not be able to read from the built in memory of the PDA if the device got broken).
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File Organisation
The following procedures are recommendations rather than a required way of working. The
important point is to preserve your raw data files because these represent the hard work of the
survey done underground. Everything else can be regenerated from these files if you have not
lost or edited them. So we are going to put them in their own folder to keep them safe while we
work on the drawings. Create a main folder for your project. We called ours ‘Swildons Hole’.
Inside this create a second folder named ‘PocketTopo’ and copy the files from your PDA
memory card into this PocketTopo folder on your computer. You should have the following files
in there:
● ShortDryWay.top
● ShortDryWay.txt
● ShortDryWayth.txt
These are the original data files and the intention is that these are never edited directly. We are
backing them up to keep them safe. We are now ready to start learning Therion.

Lesson 2: Creating a Therion Project and Generating a 3D Model
In this lesson we are going to create a new Therion project, import our survey data and create a
model of the cave centreline.
If you are not using PocketTopo to record your survey data then you will not be able to
follow the data importing steps in this lesson. Instead you would type your survey data
directly into the Therion editor. Look at the .th file in the lesson 2 folder to see how the
survey centreline data is formatted, or use the supplied PocketTopo data file to follow
this lesson using the example data.
Run the XTherion application. This is the Therion editor. There are three main views in the
editor. The text editor, the map editor and the compiler. You can switch between these by
selecting the appropriate items from the Window menu, or using the buttons on the toolbar near
the top of the application, or by pressing one of the function keys F1, F2 or F3.
Starting with the Text Editor (press F1 to switch to this view), we are going to create the main
project file for our survey. Select ‘File/New’ from the file menu to create a new file, then
‘File/Save As’ to save the empty file. Name this file ‘swildons.th’ and save it in the main folder
we created for our project (the folder we named ‘Swildons Hole’).
Note:
Throughout this tutorial we will use filenames without spaces in them. This makes things
easier when learning as it avoids the need to put filenames in quotes when referring to them in
other files. When we come to include drawing files in our project, or specify the filename for an
output file we want Therion to generate we can just enter the filename. If you are working with
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files which have spaces in the names, then you will need to enclose the filename in double
quotes anywhere it is included in another file. (e.g. “Swildons Hole.3d” ).
We now need to define our cave survey in the .th file. Enter the following text in the editor
window:
survey swildons
endsurvey

What this does is define a cave survey named ‘swildons’ into which we need to put our survey
data. We can import this directly from the therion export file that we exported from PocketTopo.
Click in between the ‘survey’ and ‘endsurvey’ lines to place the cursor there, and then select
‘File/Import’ from the menu. Select the therion export file we created in the previous lesson
(ShortDryWayth.txt). When this file is imported, you should see a block of centreline data has
been created between the ‘survey’ and ‘endsurvey’ lines. This data block starts with ‘centreline’
and ends with ‘endcentreline’. Save the file (File/Save).
We now have everything in our file that we need to build our first model of the cave. To do this
we need to create a file in the compiler window to describe what sort of output we want to
create.

Compiling the Therion Project
Switch to the compiler window (press F3 or use the toolbar button or menus to switch views).
We need to create a configuration file to tell Therion what we want it to do with our cave survey
data. Create a new file using the ‘File/New’ menu. The default filename will be shown as
‘thconfig’. Change this to ‘thconfig.thc’ and save it in the project folder (which we called
‘Swildons Hole’).
You should now be able to click in the top pane on the compiler window and type into the
window. Enter the following text:
source swildons.th
export model fmt survex o swildonsth.3d

This pair of instructions are first telling Therion the name of our project file to process
(‘swildons.th’) and then telling it to generate a model of the cave. We are asking for the format of
the model to be a Survex 3D file, and giving the filename for the output file as ‘swildonsth.3d’.
This filename can be anything you like, but here we are using a convention of naming it the
same as our project ‘swildons’ plus a ‘th’ to indicate that this file was generated from Therion
and not directly from Survex.
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We have now provided all the information that Therion needs to generate some output. Click the
compile button (looks like a black cog wheel in the toolbar) or press F9. If everything is in good
order then you should see a green OK bar in the pane on the right, and a load of output log text
in the lower pane of the compiler window. You should also find a new file named ‘swildonsth.3d’
has appeared in your project directory. Double click to open this file in Aven (the Survex cave
viewer) and you can rotate and zoom your model to see your cave. You can also launch the
Therion viewer ‘Loch’ from the Therion group on your start menu and open the .3d file in that.
The Loch viewer has a feature to extrapolate passage walls for survey projects which do not
contain this information. Our 3D file does not contain any passage dimensions data at this
stage, but we can tell Loch to extrapolate this information from the centreline data in order to
see a solid 3D model. In the viewer, select ‘Tools/Options’ from the menus and pick the option
to ‘Extrapolate only files without walls information’. You will not see the effect until you reload
the model (there is a reload button on the toolbar, or do it via ‘File/Open’ or ‘File/Reload’ in the
menus. Now we should see a solid 3D model. It is only a rough approximation of the cave
passage width and height at this stage, but this will improve as we add more information to the
Therion project. You should see something like this in Loch.
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Adding additional information to the survey data
The essential numerical data for the cave centreline was automatically imported from
PocketTopo, but it is generally good practice to include some additional data to record who the
surveyors were. It is also helpful to label cave entrances as these can then be highlighted on the
models. If you switch back to the text editor view (F1) and look at the centreline data block you
will see that the date of the survey has already been imported. Below the date is a data line
detailing the order that the numerical data is provided in. We are going to insert some more
information between these two lines. So click to place the cursor at the end of the date line and
press the ‘Enter’ key a couple of times to create a couple of blank lines after the date. The enter
the following lines:
team "Joe Bloggs" instruments
team "Jane Bloggs" notes
team "Tim Bloggs" dog

These lines provide the information on the surveyors. The person reading the instruments, the
person recording/drawing the survey on the PDA (notes) and the person who did all the running
around setting stations etc. (the dog). For traditional tape measure surveys you can also specify
a team member followed by the word ‘tape’. There are other roles and also many other pieces
of information you can provide (what types of instruments were used, author, copyright
information, etc.). Take a look in the Therion Book for details of all the supported roles and other
information that can be added in a centreline data block (look for ‘centreline’ in the table of
contents). Note that the team members names are only allowed to contain one space character,
so use hypens for double barreled names or your project will generate an error when you try to
compile it.
We also want to indicate which survey stations are at entrances to the cave. In our case none of
our stations were at a real entrance, but for demonstration purposes we will pretend that station
3.0 was at the cave entrance. We can indicate this with the following line:
station 3.0 "main ent." entrance

Note that we have to provide a comment or this line does not work. We have put the comment
‘main ent.’ in quotes. If you do not want a comment then you still need the double quotes, but
can enter them without any text between them.
Now recompile the project (F9 or click the black cog wheel toolbar button). Open the model in
the viewer again and now you can turn on the option to view entrances and will see the
entrance highlighted in the Aven viewer. (But not in the Loch viewer, as that does not pick up
the entrance flag from Survex model files. We will sort this out shortly when we learn how to
output models for Loch directly.)
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It is also very useful to give the location of the cave, because it can then be positioned with
respect to other locations in the world. This is required if you want to position the cave on
Google Earth, or under a surface landscape overlay, or in the same model as other nearby
caves. We can specify the position of a station using the fix command. We will deal with
coordinate systems later when we build a KML model to view in Google Earth. But for now we
will just give the coordinates for the position of one of our stations. The entrance station makes
most sense because we can position it using a GPS. Until we specify otherwise, the units of any
coordinates we use are assumed to be metres. So we will enter the position using the OS Grid
reference within the OS grid 10km square where our cave is located, based on the GPS position
and altitude of the entrance station. The order has to be Easting, Northing, Elevation. Our cave
entrance is at the OS grid location ST 53122 51308 and at around 237m above sea level. So to
specify this grid location in metres we enter the following line:
fix 3.0 53122 51308 237

Now if we compile our project, our Survex model will give us the correct grid coordinates and
elevation for any station when we view it in the Aven viewer. More importantly if we were to
include a second cave in the same model then both caves would be positioned in the correct
location relative to one another so we could see how far apart the nearest parts of each cave
are to one another.
Therion can output a variety of different models. We are going to generate some more to
complete this lesson. The default model for Therion is the lox model. This is the model which
the Loch viewer is mainly designed for. So we need to switch to the compiler window again (F3)
and enter the following line to instruct the compiler to build a lox model:
export model o swildons.lox

Now if we compile the project again we should find a new output file ‘swildons.lox’. Double click
on this file in Windows Explorer to open it in the Loch viewer. The model looks a little better now
we are generating the default model output for Therion. Note also that the entrance can be
shown (click the ‘Show entrances’ button on the toolbar), and the altitude range now reflects the
actual altitude of the stations because we have fixed a station at the entrance altitude.
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All Therion knows at this stage is that our survey data is located on a metre grid at a specified
set of coordinates. We need to tell Therion what grid system we are using for it to be able to
adjust the North reference from magnetic North (i.e. North measured by our compass pointing to
zero degrees) to Grid North for the grid we are using (i.e. North as represented by the grid on a
map). This will also enable Therion to locate the model in the correct location on the planet. We
specify the grid coordinate system with the following line:
cs OSGB:ST

I usually add this line immediately following the opening ‘centreline’ declaration as it is an
important piece of information relating to the survey data. But as long as it is in between the
‘centreline’ and ‘endcentreline’ lines in your data file then Therion should process it correctly.
Now we can generate a centreline model for Google Earth. Add the following line in the compiler
window:
export model fmt kml o swildons.kml
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Now if we compile the project again we should find a new output file ‘swildons.kml’. Double click
on this file in Windows Explorer to open it in Google Earth (assuming you have installed Google
Earth which you can download from the internet). You should see your cave passage model
located at the real world entrance of Swildons Hole. (Our survey data is not really the entrance
passages as these are rather too complex for a getting started lesson, but the station we
marked as ‘entrance’ in our project should be in the trees where the real cave entrance is).

(Screenshot from GoogleEarth. Copyright of the imagery as displayed)

The final project files for this lesson have been copied into the Lesson 2 folder of the supplied
project data zip file. So if you are unsure about anything or find your project is not working then
use these files as a reference to how the complete project should look at this stage. In the next
lesson we will start drawing the plan sketch for our cave survey.

Lesson 3: Drawing the plan outline for a passage
In this lesson we are going to create a new sketch file in our Therion project by importing our
pocket topo plan drawing into the Therion editor, and linking it to our cave centreline.
With the project files created in the previous lesson open in the XTherion application, we are
now going to add our first drawing file into the project. Open the Map Editor (press F2 to switch
to this view), and create a new file using the ‘File/New’ menu. Save this file in the project folder
(which we called ‘Swildons Hole’). The file type for sketches is .th2, so we will name this file
‘swildons.th2’.
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In the next step we are going to import the plan sketch drawing done in PocketTopo. If
you are using a sketch done on paper rather than sketching on a PDA then you should
jump to lesson 3b at this point, to learn how to import scanned sketches for drawing.
Then come back to this lesson and pick up after the following paragraph where we
introduce the concept of ‘scraps’. 
(Lesson 3b has not been written yet in this draft work
in progress)
From the ‘Edit’ menu in the map editor, select ‘Insert image’ (right at the bottom, not the Insert
sub menu part way down). In the dialog window which appears, change the ‘file types to show’
from ‘Pictures’ to ‘PocketTopo therion export’ in the list selector near the bottom right of the
dialog box. Now navigate to the folder where we put our files exported from PocketTopo, select
the ‘ShortDryWayth.txt’ file and click ‘Open’. You will be prompted to confirm some ‘XVI
Properties’. Make sure that ‘Plan’ is selected because we want to import the plan sketch. Leave
the scale (1:200), resolution (200dpi) and grid spacing (1.0m) settings at the default values as
given here in brackets and click ‘OK’. You should now see the plan sketch drawing you did in
PocketTopo displayed in the map editor.
Drawings in Therion are made up of parts called scraps. For very simple caves it may be
possible to draw the entire plan survey in a single scrap, but in most cases more than one scrap
will be needed. There are some basic rules to follow in deciding how to break a survey up into
scraps.
1) No scrap can overlap itself. So if your cave contains any passage which lies over or under
another passage then you need to draw each of the overlapping passages in their own scrap.
2) Scraps cannot be too big. How big is too big? Well you find out if you try to draw too much
cave on one scrap because Therion will generate an error when you try to generate the survey.
If this happens then you can always split the drawing up into more than one scrap at that point.
So there is no need to worry about this problem now. Our survey for this tutorial will not get that
big.
3) For features such as colour by altitude, the entire scrap will be shaded the same colour, so it
is a good idea to start a new scrap if there is a significant change in height in the part of the
cave you are drawing. A good rule is to start a new scrap if the height has changed by over 5
metres from one part of your scrap to another. But use your judgement for what works best for
your particular cave. Try to join scraps at places where there is no passage detail other than
walls because Therion will do the best job then of creating a seamless join between them.
We start by creating a new scrap to draw the cave walls for the main chamber in our sketch.
Down the right hand side of the map editor window are a number of panels with blue bars
separating them. Scroll to the top of the screen and click on the ‘Objects’ panel heading to open
that panel. At this stage if should just contain a single line of text saying ‘end of file’. This panel
shows all the objects in our drawing, including scraps. So our first job is to create a new scrap.
You can do this by clicking on the ‘Insert new scrap’ icon in the toolbar above this panel, or
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using the shortcut key combination ‘Ctrl+R’.

Insert new scrap button

The focus in the panels on the right should jump to the ‘Scraps’ panel where you can set the
options for a scrap. We need to give it an identifying name in the ‘id’ box. By default it will be
named something like ‘scrap1’. It will really help later to use a system for naming scraps (and
other objects in our drawings). We are drawing a plan in this scrap, so start the name with the
name of the cave (or part of the cave for larger surveys). End the name with ‘S’ (for scrap)
followed by ‘P’ (for plan), finishing with a number for this scrap. So we will name our first plan
scrap for Swildons Hole ‘swilSP1’. Finally we need to tell Therion what type of scrap this is. So
select ‘plan’ in the ‘projection’ box below the ‘id’ field.
Before we start drawing, it will help to tell Therion what the scale of our sketch is. Therion can
work this out for scraps which contain more than one survey station (because Therion knows
how far apart the survey stations are from the survey data). But when we come to draw
crosssections at stations there will only be one station in each scrap. So it is best to set the
scale now, as this will be copied to other scraps in this drawing file when we add them later. You
will see the scale fields in the scrap information panel where we set the scrap id and type. The
scale fields require a pair of points to be identified on the drawing, and the real world scale for
these points below this. You will see there is a button with the text ‘Scale’ on it on the scraps
information panel. If you click on it then a red bar appears at the bottom of the window indicating
we are in ‘scale scrap’ mode. We can now click in two places on the drawing to mark the start
and end of the scaling arrow. Using the grid shown in blue on the screen, click on the bottom left
corner of the grid, and then again on the point that is 10 square across and 10 squares up from
the bottom left corner. You should now see a red arrow between these two points.
The picture scale points fields should now be showing numbers approximately from 0.0,0.0 to
395,395. Due to the fact we imported our drawing from PocketTopo we can actually work out
the exact values that these fields should be set to. So set the values to 0,0 and 393.7,393.7 and
click the ‘Update scrap’ button. The red arrow should now be perfectly aligned with the blue grid
origin and the point 10m across and 10m up. So we also need to set the real scale points values
to indicate the coordinates of these points in the real world. i.e. 0,0 10,10 with units set to ‘m’.
If you are using a scanned paper drawing rather than a PocketTopo imported sketch
then see lesson 3b for how to set up the scrap scale for your drawing. The specific
numbers used here apply only to PocketTopo drawings, which all have the same scale.
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Our completed scrap information box should look as follows.

Next we need to mark the survey stations on our drawing. The Therion map editor gives us a
helping hand here because our drawing was imported from PocketTopo. Switch to ‘insert point’
mode by clicking on the blue dot icon in the toolbar.

The mode status bar at the bottom of the screen should turn red and display ‘insert point’.
Whenever the status mode bar is red, it indicates that we are on a drawing mode and any clicks
on the drawing area will result in objects being created in the drawing. Our survey stations are
already indicated on the PocketTopo drawing as black dots. Click on one of these. It should turn
blue and in the points info box on the right you should see a survey station point has been
created automatically and given the station name from our PocketTopo survey. We are still in
insert point mode, so click on the remaining survey stations along the main survey legs along
the chamber. Do not include the stations on cross sections at this stage (we will be adding them
into different scraps in a later lesson). As you hover the mouse over each station, the info bar at
the bottom left of the editor will show the station number for that point. The stations we want to
include in this first scrap are 3.1 to 3.13. It does not matter what order you click on the stations
because the sketches imported from PocketTopo include the station numbers in the drawing, so
the editor will know what station number to give to each station. Remember if you make any
mistakes then you can step back through your actions by selecting ‘Edit/Undo’ from the menu,
or press Ctrl+Z to undo. Once we have finished inserting points, exit the insert mode by
pressing the ‘Esc’ key. The mode status bar should turn green again.
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Inserting survey station points

Now we can start to draw the walls. We do this using lines. In Therion a wall line has an inside
and an outside, indicated with a small yellow tick mark on one end of the line. The ticks should
all point into the ‘open air’ inside the cave passage, not into the solid rock. If a line is drawn the
wrong way around then we can reverse it to put the tick on the correct side. But we can avoid
having to do this for all our lines by drawing around the passage walls in an anticlockwise
direction. Switch to ‘insert line’ mode by clicking on the ‘Insert new line’ button on the toolbar.

The mode status bar should turn red and display the message ‘insert line point’.
Drawing lines in the Therion map editor takes a bit of practice. Each line consists of a series of
points, and each point has a pair of control points attached to it to control the curve of the line
between the points. This type of curved line with control points is known as a bezier curve. Click
and hold down the mouse button at the point where you want to start drawing a new line, then
while holding the mouse button down, drag the mouse in the direction you want to the line to
head. This will drag out the control points from the point itself. Release the mouse button and
click where you want to place the next point defining the line. Again drag the mouse while
holding the button down. You should start to see how the position of the control points
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determines how the line curves between the points.

Drawing bezier curves: Note the control points attached to
each point on the line, and the yellow tick indicating the
‘inside’ of the cave for a wall line.

Repeat this process until the entire line is defined. Then press the ‘Esc’ key to exit ‘insert line
point’ mode. You can now select your line with the mouse and edit it. Click on any point and
drag to reposition that point. The control points will appear for any selected point, and you can
then click on these to move them. This method of drawing smooth curved lines enables fine
control of the line appearance. Practise drawing some lines and editing them. Remember you
can undo any step by pressing ‘Ctrl+Z’. Or you can select an entire line and delete it by pressing
‘Ctrl+D’.
Once you have got a feel for drawing lines, we can draw our first wall. Going anticlockwise
around the outside of our drawing, we are going to draw the walls using smooth curved lines.
Starting at the bottom right and going up the right side of our PocketTopo sketch, place line
points to draw a smooth curved line matching the line of the wall. When you get to the top of the
sketch where the passage continues off our sketch we need to start a new line. So end the line
by pressing the ‘Esc’ key. Your drawing should look something like this.
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The Therion map editor draws all line types with the same appearance, so we need to check
that the line type we have drawn is a wall line. Make sure your line is selected, then check the
‘Lines’ information panel on the right. If the type is not already set to wall then change it here
now. All new lines drawn will be of the type you last selected here. Continue to draw the walls.
You can start each new line by pressing ‘Ctrl+L’. This puts the map editor into ‘insert line’ mode,
or ends a line if already in ‘insert line’ mode and keeps in that mode ready to draw another.
When you get back to the start, exit ‘insert line’ mode by pressing the ‘Esc’ key to end the last
line. Don’t forget to click ‘Save’ when you are finished drawing.
For this lesson, you should draw the walls up the ascending climb to the passage above but
leave out the small side passage at the southern end of the sketch as this was not fully
surveyed on the trip we are drawing up, and we will draw this in another scrap in a later lesson.
Your walls should look something like this.
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Completed walls for this lesson. Note the yellow tick
on the selected line indicating which side of the wall
is ‘inside’ the cave passage.

That completes drawing the walls for this lesson. If you are unsure how the sketch should look
at this stage then find the swildons.th2 file in the Lesson 3 folder and open that in the Therion
map editor to see what our drawing should look like. The final part of this lesson is about
generating a survey from our drawing.
Back in the text editor (press F1) we need to include our drawing in our project. Your because
we have created a drawing file does not mean it is automatically included in our Therion project.
We need to do this by adding a line just below the ‘survey ...’ line at the top of the .th text file to
include our .th2 file. We can include additional files in our project by using the ‘input’ command
followed by the filename. Add this command at the top of the survey data block. The start of our
project file should now look like this:
survey swildons
input swildons.th2

Now that we have included our drawing file, Therion knows about the scraps it contains. But we
still need to specify how these should be used in the survey project. We do this by defining a
map. A map can contain either scraps, or other maps (but not a mix of the two). We will define a
map containing our scrap in this project. We need to give the map a name. As this is a plan map
we are drawing, the convention we recommend is to name it after the cave, followed by ‘M’ for
map, and ‘P’ for plan. So we are naming our map ‘swildonsMP’ for this example. Inside the map
definition we put the name of our scrap. So directly below the ‘input...’ line we add the following:
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map swildonsMP
swilSP1
endmap

Finally we need to edit the configuration file to tell it to create some output for this map. Switch
to the compile window (F3), and add the following line to the configuration file:
export map projection plan o swildons.pdf

Here we are giving the instruction to create a pdf document for our map. As we only have one
map in the project we do not need to specify the map name. We just indicate that it is a plan,
and the filename we want to give the output file. Compile the project (press F9) and if everything
has been done correctly then you should see the green ‘OK’ bar and find a file ‘swildons.pdf’
has been generated. Open this to view your Therion survey plan! You should see a drawing
which includes all then things we have drawn so far, the walls, the survey stations and Therion
also shows the survey legs which it knows about from the survey data. Note that it also includes
some of the information we entered into the data such as the date and the team members who
did the surveying.
Before we move on to more drawing, let me share a valuable tip with you. The default pdf
viewer on Windows computers locks any open pdf files, which prevents Therion being able to
overwrite them. Try to compile your Therion project a second time without closing the pdf
viewer. You will get an error, and the compiler status bar will show ‘ERROR’ in red. Look at the
log output and you will see the error:
therion.exe: error  cp exit code  1

If you use the default PDF viewer you will see this a lot, and it is a pain having to remember to
close the pdf file before every compile. You may find you still get this error after closing the pdf
viewer. This is usually due to Windows Explorer generating a pdf file preview for the selected
file, and it uses the pdf viewer behind the scenes to do this. So your file is still locked. So make
sure your pdf file is not selected in Windows Explorer, and is not open in the PDF viewer. Now
you should be able to compile your project again. To avoid this need to keep closing and
reopening pdf files every time you want to compile, I would highly recommend using the free
SumatraPDF viewer application instead. The link to this viewer in in the software links section at
the beginning of this tutorial. Once you have SumatraPDF viewer on your computer, instead of
doubleclicking to open your pdf document, rightclick on it and on the popup menu select the
‘Open with...’ submenu. Select ‘Choose default program’ and navigate to the SumatraPDF.exe
file on your computer. You do not need to make it the default if you do not want to, as once you
have opened a pdf from this menu once, you should find that in future SumatraPDF will appear
on the ‘Open with...’ popup menu. With your survey plan pdf open in SumatraPDF viewer, you
can recompile your Therion project whenever you want, and the pdf will refresh in the viewer
automatically. This makes drawing and checking the output much easier. Even better if you
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have multiple monitors you can keep the pdf viewer open on one screen and the Therion editor
on the other, making life much easier as your draw your surveys.
There is one more thing that has changed in our output now that we have added a map. The 3D
model of the cave will now use the passage walls we have drawn to generate a better model.
Open the swildons.lox file and take a look. Now instead of displaying thin cylinders along the
survey legs, you should see a much better 3D representation of the cave passage we have
drawn.

Now that we have drawn some walls and included a scrap in our project we can generate some
other types of map. Switch to the compile window (F3), and add the following line to the
configuration file:
export map proj plan fmt kml o swildons_map.kml

Note now this differs from the previous export command we used for a KML output. That was a
model (and generated a centreline kml model using the survey data), whereas this is a map
export. We also are specifying the type of map (plan). Compare this to the last plan map export
command and you can see that there we used the option ‘projection plan’, but here we
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shortened this to ‘
proj plan
’. Both forms do the same thing. Other options also have long and
short forms (e.g. We are using ‘o’ instead of the full ‘output’ to specify the output filename, and
‘fmt’ instead of ‘format’). You can use whatever you prefer. Full details can be found in the
Therion book (search for ‘export’ to find all the options Therion supports). Compile the project
and you should see a new output file ‘swildons_map.kml’. Open this to see how the kml map
output differs in Google Earth to the centreline model we produced earlier.

(Screenshot from GoogleEarth. Copyright of the imagery as displayed)

To speed up the compiling of our project while we work on our drawing, we can comment out
some of these export commands in the thconfig file. Put a ‘#’ character in front of the export
command to stop that command being run when you compile the project. Therion will ignore any
text on a line following a ‘#’. Do this for all the export commands apart from the pdf map. We
activate them again in later lessons when we have drawn more of the cave.

Lesson 4: Drawing symbols using other line types
In the last lesson we learned how to draw lines, and to check the line type. Now that our survey
has the main walls drawn, we need to add some feature details. Our cave passage has a few
small climbs so we will start with adding some floor step lines. Therion will clip lines and
symbols so they only appear in the cave passages, so we do not need to start and finish these
lines perfectly on the passage walls. Start a new line, and click a little way outside the passage
walls to start it. Draw the new line along the floor step line on the PocketTopo sketch as shown
below. When the line is finished, set the type to ‘floorstep’ in the lines information panel.
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Note the direction of the yellow tick at the start of the line. This indicates which side the marks
along the line will be drawn when we render it. The UIS symbol for floor steps is a line with ticks
pointing to the side of the line where the floor is lower, so our tick is pointing the right way. If it
was not then we could reverse the direction of the line by ticking the ‘reverse’ checkbox in the
lines information panel. Compile the project again and view the PDF. You should see the floor
step line looking like this. (Notice how the line is only drawn inside the passage).

Once we have set a line type, any new lines we draw will be of the same type by default. So it
makes sense to draw all the floor step lines together, before moving on to other line types. Draw
the floor step lines for each step in the passage. If you are not familiar with the symbols and line
styles used in these sketches then you will find the UIS survey symbols reference document
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useful. You can download it as a pdf here:
http://www.carto.net/neumann/caving/cavesymbols/uis_signatures_english.pdf
Next we will look at the place where the water sinks away into cobbles under the wall. In the
previous lesson we just drew a continuous wall past this point, but we can add more detail here.
First we need to break the wall line so that we can draw in the outlet drain for the stream here.
There isn’t a point on the line in the place we would ideally like to break it, so first we will insert a
line point, and then break the line into two at that point. Select the line point just past the place
we want to insert a new point (the line should be shown in red with the selected point indicated
by a red circle around it).

Now click on ‘Edit line’ in the Lines panel to open the line edit menu (circled in green here) and
select the ‘Insert point’ item. Now you can click on the line to insert a new point as shown here.
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After the point is inserted, don’t forget to hit the Esc key to exit ‘Insert point’ mode, or any further
clicks on the drawing will insert more points. Note that the point does not show bezier curve
handles. So the line will feature a sharp bend at this point if we move the point to the side as
shown in the second image above. We can add the control points by ticking the ‘smooth’
checkbox in the line panel with the point still selected. Keeping the point selected, now click on
the ‘Edit line’ menu and choose ‘Split line’. You should now have two separate lines, as seen
here. Only one of the lines can be selected, so one has returned to blue, and the other is red.
You can also see the yellow tick on the end of the new line as this is now the first point in that
line.

Now the line has been split, we can move the end points of the two lines into the positions we
want them. Then we can drawn a new wall line for the water draining passage. Note the side the
yellow tick appears (this should point into the passage).
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This new wall line is part of a passage we have not actually surveyed, so we should indicate this
by changing the line type.We still want it to be a passage wall type, as it is part of the outline of
the cave (it should form a wall in the 3D model). But we can add a subtype by entering the
following text into the options box.
subtype presumed

This method of applying additional options applies to many objects in Therion drawings. Now we
have set an option, the next line we draw will also pick up the same setting. So it is good
practice to set the options on the first line we draw, and then draw the rest of the lines of that
type. Otherwise you will end up having drawn several lines and having to go back and set the
options on all of them. Luckily we do not need to remember all the option codes that Therion
supports, as they can be set using the rightclick menus. Rightclick on the new line and you will
see the popup menu allows you to set the subtype. Draw the presumed wall for the other side
of the drain passage, and render the pdf. The sketch and final rendered drawing should like as
follows.

For less significant drops in floor height, we can use the ‘border’ line type. We have a couple of
places in our passage where we want to draw a simple border line. Draw a line to match the
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curved line on the sketch. We also want to draw a border line across the bottom of the climb
down (a climb called “Jacob’s Ladder” for those of you who know the cave). This is now these
two lines should look.

It doesn’t matter which side of the border line the yellow tick is, as this type of line does not have
different sides.
The cave passage contains some boulders which we want to draw in specific places (later we
will see how to get Therion to draw boulders to indicate a boulder covered floor, but here we
want to draw the exact placement of these boulders in the passage). For this we use the
‘rockborder’ line type. These lines differ from the basic ‘border’ line type in that when we draw a
closed line (a line which starts and ends at the same point) using the rockborder line type,
Therion will render the shape with an opaque fill which means boulders drawn on top of
passage fills will not show the fill through the shape. e.g. A boulder drawn in an area of water
will be rendered on top of the water, rather than as just some lines in the water. There is a
whole lesson to come on areas and symbol fills, so we will cover this in much greater detail
later.
To draw a boulder, we want sharp corners at our line points. So rather than the click and drag
method to pull out the curve control handles, we just click and release the mouse. Start a new
line (Ctrl+L) and click on the four corners of the large boulder in the passage. Finish the boulder
by clicking back on the first point where we started the line. Notice that the Therion editor exits
‘insert line point’ mode when we close a line. So to draw the second boulder we need to press
Ctrl+L again (or click on the new line icon in the toolbar). but first remember to set the line type
for the first boulder line to ‘rockborder’. That way the next line we draw will be of the correct
type already and we will not need to go back setting the correct type for all the boulders we
have drawn. Note also that in the line panel the ‘close’ checkbox is ticked. This is what indicates
we want this boulder to be treated as an enclosed area (so it will cover any symbol fills
underneath it). Therion automatically closes the line when we click on the start point to end the
line.
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The boulder drawn with a line of type ‘rockborder’. The line is
closed (the close checkbox is ticked) and the line points are not
smooth (the smooth checkbox is not ticked).

You might have noticed there is also a ‘rockedge’ line type in the Therion
editor. This is a slightly thinner line used to draw detail inside boulders. If you
like this sort of thing, then use the rockborder line for the outer line around
your boulder, and the rockedge line for the interior lines.
Personally I prefer to just draw the outline of my boulders. I’ve got enough survey to draw up
without hand crafting every single boulder! But your project may be different and they do look
nice if you are drawing a large scale survey of a smaller cave. For this tutorial in the example
files I have just drawn the outline of the remaining boulders in the passage using the
rockborder line type.
We are going to end this lesson on line types with some important aspects of walls and the
outline of our cave model, as you will inevitably run into some of these problems before long
when you start drawing your own cave surveys. Our example cave passage does not contain
the features needed to illustrate this last part of the lesson, so we will draw them on the end of
the passage just to cover these important points. Start by extending the passage wall as shown
here. We also need to generate the lox model again, so uncomment the export model command
in the configuration file to generate the lox file and compile the project.
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The resulting model in the Loch viewer shows some strange things going on with the walls, as
shown above. There are two problems with the wall line as drawn. First, it has the yellow tick
pointing outside the passage, so Therion things in the outside of the cave is to the right of this
wall. We can easily fix that by ticking the ‘Reverse’ checkbox in the Lines panel. This does not
fix the display problems in the lox model however. The other problem is that our cave outline
crosses over itself. If you look at the compiler window you will see the Therion compile status
bar is no longer green. It has turned orange and says ‘Warning’. Look in the Therion output in
the lower pane on the compiler window, or if you cannot find the warning among all the other
text there then open the therion.log file which you will find in the same place as your project files
and search for the word ‘warning’. You should find the following:
therion.exe: warning  swilSP1@swildons  invalid scrap outline

Therion is telling us what the problem is, and which object in the project contains the problem.
This is where we see the advantage of using a naming convention for our objects. We can tell
from the name that this is a plan scrap (because we used SP in the name of our plan scraps),
so we know that in our swildons survey, there is a scrap named swilSP1 which has an invalid
outline. This commonly happens when you drew a line intended to be a symbol type (like a
border line) but left it as type ‘wall’ by mistake. In this case it is because if you draw a straight
line between the ends of our walls then this line crosses over the wall. In other words, the scrap
outline crosses over itself. The following illustrations show how Therion completes the outline
before and after we fix it with another wall. (The dashed green line shows what Therion will treat
as the scrap outline. You will not see this green line in the editor, I drew it on top of the
screenshot to illustrate the point).
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You can see how the scrap outline is crossing over the wall line when Therion joins the wall line
ends on the left sketch. By drawing the opposite wall to the place shown we can fix it so the
outline across the wall line ends no longer crosses over a wall. Now the outline should be valid,
the compiler status should show a green OK again and the model in the Loch viewer should
show solid walls as expected.
Now we come to the other common case which confuses every new comer to Therion. Wall
pillars. Imagine in this widening of the passage we have drawn is actually where the passage
splits into two and rejoins the other side of a solid pillar of rock. We could draw the pillar with a
border line, but actually it is a wall. So it should properly be a wall line. Draw is as shown here.
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The Therion compiler is showing a warning again and the model in Loch is now showing the
inside of the pillar and none of the outer passage walls
warning  swilSP1@swildons  multiple scrap outer outlines not supported yet

We need to tell Therion that this new wall line is entire inside the passage outline. We do this
using the ‘outline in’ option. We can either enter the text ‘outline in’ into the line options field in
the Lines panel, or rightclick on the wall line for the pillar and select from the popup menu
‘other options/outline/in’ which will set the same option for us without us needing to remember
the exact option text. Render the project again and all should be well.

Now we can see why we should use a wall line type for the pillar, and not a border line. The
model now shows two passages as is the case in the cave passage we drew, rather than a
chamber which it would have modelled if we only drew the outer walls using wall lines. At least
the plan view of the model looks right. Therion has based the passage widths on the walls we
drew in our plan sketch (image on the left above). We have not given Therion enough
information on the passage heights yet. So in the image on the right you can see the elevation
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view of the model does not look so good. Therion has made a guess at the passage heights and
got it wrong. One side of the loop around the pillar has a low ceiling and the other a very high
ceiling. The lox model passage heights are interpreted from the survey data by Therion and it
does not always do a good job. It does not actually get it right for most of the passage, but it
looks reasonable enough as a model so we can live with it. In a later lesson we will see some of
the ways we can influence this to get better model.
Finally in this lesson we will look at a couple of additional options that can be applied to nonwall
lines to change how they are handled. Image our passage ended at a tall aven. We want to
draw the aven on our plan. To indicate a step up in the ceiling height we use the ‘ceilingstep’
line type. Use this line type to draw a nice round aven at the end of the passage. Note that we
have used two lines, one across the passage end, and one around the outside walls of the
aven.

Note also that the yellow tick is pointing to the outside of the cave because we want the tick
marks on the line to indicate that the ceiling is lower in the passage than it is in the aven. When
we compile our project we don’t get what we wanted in the PDF (or the lox model).

You can see that the ceiling step line appears across the passage, but not beyond the end of
the passage wall lines. The lox model shows the same thing. We have not used wall lines, so
Therion has clipped the rendered symbol lines to only show those parts inside the cave it has
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determined the outline of. If we just want Therion to render symbols outside of the cave outline,
then we can turn clipping off for the object. In this case we would right click on the ceiling line,
and from the popup menu select ‘other options/clip/off’. But this will not fix the model outline,
and we would have to do the same for any symbols draw in the aven too. In this case we really
want out ceilingstep line to be treated as a wall. To make it part of the cave outline, we instead
set the line options to ‘other options/outline/out’. Alternatively you can type ‘outline out’ into the
options field in the lines panel to do the same thing. Now we do not need to set the ‘clip off’
option on the line because it is treated as an outline defining line (like walls are automatically
treated), so it will not be clipped in the drawing. More importantly it how contributes to defining
the model outline, so any symbols draw inside it will be rendered in the PDF, and the lox model
will include it as part of the walls.

Our pillar and aven are now rendered correctly in both the plan map and the model. This
completes the lesson on line types. In the next lesson we will learn how to use points to draw
symbols. The example files in the ‘Lesson 4’ folder include the extra wall lines shown in this
lesson to illustrate pillars and using nonwall lines to represent the model outline. But as these
are not part of the real cave we are drawing in this tutorial they should be deleted before we
move on to the next lesson.

Lesson 5: Adding symbols and text using points
Some symbols are represented by points rather than lines. In our section of cave passage we
have a slope arrow and some water flow symbols to draw. Switch to ‘insert point’ mode (Ctrl+P)
and click in the middle of the slope arrow on the PocketTopo sketch. A new point should be
created there. As we were last creating survey points the point type will probably be a new
survey point. We can change the type in the Points information panel. The point type we need
for a slope arrow is ‘gradient’. We also need to give our arrow a direction (they should point
down the slope). This is done by ticking the ‘orientation’ checkbox in the information panel. You
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should see an arrow has been drawn on your new point. You can now click and drag on this
arrow to rotate it around the point to orient it correctly to show the direction of the slope (the
arrow should point downhill).

Water flow arrows work exactly the same way as slope arrows. Switch to ‘insert point’ mode
again and click on one of the water flow arrows on the PocketTopo sketch. Change the point
type to ‘waterflow’. Remember to tick the orientation checkbox again and set the direction of
the arrow. The orientation arrow is only shown in the map editor while the point is selected. So if
we were adding more symbols we should set the orientation of each one as we go or we would
need to click on each in turn later to check the orientation of them all (or look at the rendered
map to check them all). As we are still in ‘insert point’ mode we can click on the other positions
where we want waterflow arrows, adjusting the orientation of each one as we add them. Add a
few water flow arrows to indicate where the stream flows along the passage.
We can also use points to add text labels to our drawing. We have several small steps down in
our passage which we have already marked using the ‘floor step’ line type. But it would be nice
to indicate how big each drop is. We can label them with the height of the step, and indicate
whether it is a pitch or a climb using the letters ‘P’ or ‘C’. Insert a new point next to the step
marked as 0.5m on the PocketTopo drawing. Change the point type to ‘label’. We can now
‘rightclick’ on the point to access the popup menu and select the ‘text’ item. This opens a text
box where we can type in the text ‘C0.5m’.
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Note that what this does is set the options for the point to ‘text [C0.5m]’. We can edit the text in
the options field in the Points panel on the right or use the ‘rightclick’ menu. We can also add
additional options in the Points panel on the right to control the text size. If our text includes a
space then the text in the options box needs to enclosed in either doublequotes or square
brackets. We can also include line breaks using the <br> character code, and change the
alignment or the text using <center>. To illustrate this, change the text in the options box to:
text "<center>step<br>(C0.5m)"
The rendered map should look something like this:

Our label is obscuring part of the cave passage, so we need to move the point a little further
away from the passage in the map editor. We could also specify a scale for the text to change
the size. There are five text scales built into Therion. From smallest to largest these are:
xs, s, m, l ,xl
Set the scale by changing the options for the label point to this:
scale m text "<center>step<br>(C0.5m)"
This is the medium (m) scale. These five sizes enable us to make all text used for the same
purpose to appear the same size. So we might use large (l) for passage names, medium (m) for
labels of pitches and climbs, small (s) for passage end labels (e.g. ‘too tight’, ‘continues for
~30m unsurveyed’, etc.). In a later lesson we will see how to control the actual font sizes used
for each text scale. Change the scale to ‘s’ for this label, and add another label point for the
‘C1m’ upstream. Add another label point for the second ‘C1m’ and notice that the text from the
previous point is automatically set for the new one. So if you have several of the same labels to
add to a scrap, you can set the first one and then add each additional one with just one click per
label point.
We can also rotate text. Create a label point alongside the passage and set the options field to
the following:
scale l text "Short Dry Way"
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The text crosses over the passage (hiding part of it) when we generate the PDF. We can rotate
the text in the same way we changed the orientation of the water flow points. Tick the
‘orientation’ checkbox in the Points panel, and adjust the arrow which appears on the label point
so that it points at the passage. Now the text is rotated on the drawing when we generate the
PDF.

We can also create lines of type ‘label’. These can be used to display text using the same
options strings as label points. The difference is that the text will be stretched to fit to the line
length, and if the line is a curve then the text will be arranged along the curve of the line. The
problem with scaling text to fit a line length is that it will not change size in the same way as text
set using label points. So when we learn how to change survey scale in a later lesson we will
find that our line labels can become too small to read and will not be the same size as point
label text using the same scale value. But if you want text arranged along a curve then label
lines are the way to achieve this.
We’ll draw one more feature in our passage to end this lesson. Just below the 1m climb there is
a calcite bridge which was labelled in the PocketTopo sketch. We can represent this using a
combination of lines and symbols as follows. Draw a couple of lines of type ‘border’ to mark the
edges of the bridge where they cross the passage. Note that these have been drawn to start
and end slightly outside the walls of the passage. Then add a symbol point on the bridge,
setting the orientation to point down the passage, and the type to ‘flowstone’.
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We also added another water flow point in the passage below the bridge. We can see our
bridge rendered with the calcite symbol on it. The symbol is a bit bigger than our passage width
here, so it extends outside the walls. We will learn how to fix that in a later lesson. But note that
our border lines which we drew to start and end outside the walls are clipped by the walls in the
rendered survey.
Our map is beginning to look like a proper cave survey. There are plenty of point types and line
types to explore in Therion. We can add some more to our survey later. But sometimes it is not
practical to individually draw in every single rock or grain of sand. In the next lesson we will
learn how to create areas and use symbol fills.

Lesson 6: Area Fills
Some survey symbols fill an area rather than appear at a single point. In this lesson we will
create some areas with symbol fills. Typical area symbols show detail of what is on the floor.
e.g. Water, mud, sand, debris and boulders. The downstream end of our passage has pebbles
on the floor, so rather than draw them all we will define the area we want them to cover and
then assign a symbol to fill that area. An area consists of a series of lines defining the boundary
of an enclosed area. These can be lines of the various different types which appear on the
survey, or can be invisible lines defining the perimeter of the area without actually appearing on
the finished drawing. Like other symbols, an area fill will be clipped by the cave walls in the
scrap. So you can just draw an area over the top of the passage, passing outside the walls.
When the drawing is rendered only the parts of the area inside the walls will be filled with the
area fill symbol.
We are going to draw an area covering all of the passage downstream from the calcite bridge.
The lower edge border line of our calcite bridge can act as one of the lines defining our area, so
we just need to draw a second border line starting from one end of the calcite bridge line,
enclosing the entire passage, and ending at the other end of our calcite bridge line.
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You can see the start and end of this new line in the detail
here. This new line is of type ‘border’ and we do not need
to make it invisible because it is completely outside of the
cave walls and will not be rendered in the finished survey
anyway. Notice that it is drawn in long straight sections
rather than using curves. This does not matter to Therion
because the line only needs to enclose the entire passage
where we want to create the symbol fill. But I find it easier
to tell my area border lines apart from my cave survey
detail lines if I draw them as long sections with sharp bends
at the line points like this.
Now we need to use these lines to define an area. Click the ‘new area’ toolbar button (or press
Ctrl+A).

The map editor should now be in ‘insert area border’ mode as shown by the text in the red
status bar. We define the area by clicking on each line which surrounds the area in turn, working
around the area either clockwise or anticlockwise. In our case here we only have two lines to
click on. The new line we just added, and the edge of the calcite bridge which we joined it onto.
Click on each line in turn (it does not matter in which order as there are only two lines). You
should see the line ID being added to the ‘Areas’ information panel (identified by long id codes
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in a text box, with ‘end of area’ at the end of the list).When the lines have been added to the
area, press the ‘Esc’ key to exit ‘insert’ mode.
If you look in the ‘Areas’ information panel you should see the area fill type. By default it is most
likely set to ‘water’. Render the survey PDF and see if your passage is now shown filled with
water? If it is not then this is probably due to each of the lines defining the border of the area
having their yellow tick marks on different sides. They both need to either point into the area, or
out of the area. Select one of the lines and click the ‘reverse’ checkbox to flip the line. Now
render the survey PDF again and you should see a water filled passage. It does not matter
which side of the lines the yellow tick mark is on for border lines. But if you make an area using
line types such as ‘floor step’ then you need to set the line side so that the line renders the
correct way round. Just make sure all the lines defining the area point the same way (ticks
inside, or ticks outside the area) and the area fill should render correctly.
A couple of things to note. If you select one of the lines again, you will see that it now has an ‘id’
value in the ‘Lines’ information panel. This id was generated automatically when you added the
line to the area. It is used by the area definition to identify which lines make up the area. The
area itself cannot be selected in the drawing window. Instead you need to find your areas by
clicking on the ‘Select Next Area’ button in the toolbar (circled in green in the image below).

After clicking on the ‘Select Next Area’ button you will see all the lines defining your area are
coloured red. If you have more than one area in your sketch then clicking on this button
repeatedly will cycle through all the areas one by one. The area information panel will also show
you the list of line ids which define your area (circled in green above), and the fill type assigned
to the area. Change the fill type to ‘pebbles’ and render the PDF again. Now you should see the
passage full of pebble symbols. But they are a bit too big to fit many in. This is what the survey
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looks like now.

We have exhausted what we can show with area fills in our current sketch, so in order to
demonstrate some more aspects of area fills we are going to move on to a new sketch from a
different surveying trip in the cave. Then in the next lesson we will look at how to organise our
data for a bigger survey project where our data comes from many different survey trips and
combine these sketches into a larger survey.

Creating a Second Sketch
Close the sketch in the Therion map editor and then follow the process covered back in Lessons
2 + 3 to generate a new .th and .th2 file using the ‘EntToWaterChamberViaPrettyWayth.txt’
PocketTopo Therion export file (you can find it in the PocketTopo folder for this lesson). We are
going to just draw the area named ‘Old Grotto’. So name the files ‘OldGrotto.th’, and
‘OldGrotto.th2’. This will be a good refresher of what is covered in Lessons 2 + 3 with a different
data set. So rather than repeat all the information from those lessons here, try to follow those
lessons and apply them to this new data. This data set presents some new challenges because
real world data is not always as convenient as the tutorial data we have used up to this point. So
here are some additional pointers to apply in creating these new files.
First, do not name the survey ‘swildons’, as we are no longer drawing the entire cave in our
project. We need to give each part of the survey a unique name in the project. So name this
survey ‘OldGrotto’. Secondly, this PocketTopo exported data contains multiple survey trips. So
when you import the centreline data you will find you get several centreline data blocks. As
these represent different survey trips from different dates, we cannot simply combine them into
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one centreline block. We need just one centreline block for the part of the cave we are going to
draw, but in this data file the chamber was actually surveyed over two trips. To keep things
simple here, we will combine those trips into one block (the trips were only 1 day apart) and just
keep the date for the first day. We will look at how to deal with drawing areas spanning multiple
trips where we cannot combine them into one centreline block in a later lesson. So for now
delete all of the first centreline block, and move all the survey leg data from the final block (with
the date 2013.02.24) into the block with the date 2013.02.23. We also need to add a missing
link between two of the series which is missing from the survey data. So after the ‘date’ line in
the centreline block, add the line:
equate 4.3 6.0

You will need to change the ‘source’ line in your thconfig file to process ‘OldGrotto.th’ now, so
you can check that Therion is able to process your file correctly. Comment out the exports for
the kml format too because until we link our new survey to a geographical location (using an
entrance fix), Therion will generate warnings that it cannot generate kml output. It should
compile now to generate a PDF which shows all the survey centreline data, as we have not yet
included any scraps.
When creating the th2 file, only follow Lesson 3 up to the point where you have created a scrap
and set the scale. Name this scrap ‘OldGrottoSP1’. We will pick up drawing in this sketch from
this point back in this lesson. If you get stuck then you can find copies of the files you should
end up with by this point, located in a ‘templates’ folder inside the folder for this lesson.
The background sketch we have imported covers quite a lot of cave. You should zoom in and
scroll to show the area we are going to be drawing for the remainder of this lesson. The Old
Grotto chamber should appear as follows in your map editor.
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We only want to add station points for those stations in the Old Grotto chamber, as we are only
going to draw this part of the cave in this lesson. So only click on the station points shown in
blue below, and add the wall lines as shown.
We have only added station points for the
survey line across the upper level of the
chamber to stn 2.61 (which is at the bottom
right and appears to be a point on the wall in
this screenshot). The series of legs running
underneath the chamber in the streamway
need to be drawn in a different scrap, which
we will cover in a later lesson. Note how we
stopped drawing the walls up the side
passages at points opposite each other, and
slightly into the side passage. This will help in
joining our sketches later.
We need to tell Therion about our new scrap
now. So in the .th file above the centreline block, we need to add the reference to the .th2 file,
and define a map containing our scrap:
survey OldGrotto
input OldGrotto.th2
map OldGrottoMP
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OldGrottoSP1
endmap
centreline
.....

Now when you compile the project you should get a PDF containing this scrap from the cave
instead of the survey centreline. We can get back to drawing some more area fills now.
Starting with the area of flowstone surrounding station 2.58, we need to think about what lines
we will use to defined the border of this area. We can draw a border line for the edges of this
flowstone which are inside the passage. But this does not complete the entire area. We could
have continued this border to close the gap and make a complete area, but we are going to use
part of this border to define the area of boulders to the right as well. So instead we want to
break it into sections. If we add a second section of border line (outside the walls so it will not
appear in the sketch) then we can add the area, click on these two line segments to add them to
the area, set the fill type to ‘flowstone’ and compile the project to see our filled area.

Border line 1

Border line 2

Completed area containing two lines

The problems start when we want to use part of the line surrounding the flowstone to define a
second area for the boulders to the right. It we split this line so we can use just the right hand
half of it for our adjacent area then we break our previous area. This is because when we split
the line, the line ID cannot be assigned to both of the line fragments. So Therion removes the
line ID from the line, and now we have an area we defined for the flowstone using a line id
which is not longer present in the sketch. If you try to compile the project after spliting this line
then Therion will report an error ‘object does not exist  l1113102341’. The missing object
‘l1113102341’ is the line id in our area which no longer exists. You can see this id in the area
information panel above. So now we need to select the area again (note that now only part of
the area is coloured red, because this is the only line which has an ID matching the area).
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The split line

The selected area after the split, with only one line highlighted

Click on the id in the area ids list, then click the ‘delete’ button below the list to remove it. Now
click on the ‘insert’ button below the list, and click on the two halves of the line surrounding the
flowstone in turn. This will assign these lines new IDs and add them to the area definition.
Finally press the ‘Esc’ key to get out of ‘insert line’ mode for the area. The project should
compile again now and render the flowstone area fill in the PDF correction. Note that the actual
IDs your lines will be assigned will be different to the ones shown in this tutorial, as Therion
generates the IDs automatically as they are required.
This should hopefully have explained why you need to be very careful when using lines which
are part of your visible sketch to define areas. Sometimes it is the only way to achieve the
drawing that you want. But whenever possible, avoid using lines which serve another purpose in
the sketch for your area borders (like the walls) and instead draw separate invisible border lines
to define areas for fills. If you do need to use existing lines, then think carefully about how you
want them divided up and try to split the lines before using them for areas. This will avoid the
need to fix up the areas afterwards.
Now we can define a second area to the right of the flowstone to fill with boulders. We are going
to use the right hand half of the flowstone border line as part of the area boundary. So draw
another border line surrounding the rest of the area, starting at one end of the flowstone border
line, and ending at the other end of this line.
As before, we have drawn this using straight line sections so
that visually it stands out and we will know it is an area
border. We do not need to make it invisible as this line is
entirely outside the passage walls, so it will not be rendered
in the sketch anyway.
Now create a new area, click on this new line, and then on
the line which is bordering the flowstone area. Press ‘Esc’ to
exit ‘insert area border’ mode, and then change the area type
to ‘blocks’. Compile the PDF and check that the boulders are
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showing. If they are not, then it is likely that your two border lines defining this area do not have
their yellow ticks pointing the same way. If this is the problem then you need to ‘reverse’ one of
the border lines so that both lines either have their ticks pointing into the area, or out of it. Do
this with the new border line we just added, rather than with the line we are sharing with the
flowstone area. Otherwise we will break the flowstone area when we flip that line.

Now we have both our area fills appearing in our PDF. But notice how the boulders are being
chopped in half on the right hand edge of the blocks area fill. This is because Therion will fit the
fill pattern inside the area boundaries, but our area extends outside the walls and the drawing is
clipped by the walls. It does not look so bad where the boulders are clipped by the passage
walls, but the end of our scrap has some ‘half boulders’. We can fix this by moving the border
line across this open end of the scrap so that it is just inside the passage. But now is it inside
the passage it will be drawn as a solid border line, so we need to make the line invisible too.
Drag the controll points on the line so that it is just inside the ends of the passage walls, and
then rightclick on the line and change the subtype to ‘invisible’. Now we can see the PDF does
not draw any half boulders across the open end of the passage.

The boulders have moved too, because their placement is random. You will find they appear in
a different place each time you recompile the project. If you want to place a significant boulder
in a specific position then you should draw it using ‘rock border’ lines as covered in lesson 4.
Rock Border lines behave differently to normal Border lines when used with area fills. To
illustrate this, change the area type we just finished drawing to ‘water’. Then draw a couple of
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large boulders in the area. The one of the left is draw with line type ‘border’, whereas the one on
the right is drawn with line type ‘rock border’. When you compile the project you can see that the
‘rock border’ boulder appears on top of the water, whereas the one drawn using a simple
‘border’ line does not hide the water fill at all.

Change the line type of the left hand boulder to ‘rock border’, so that both boulders are rendered
as if they were sticking out of the water. If we wanted to draw a boulder which was underneath
the water surface, then we can do this using the ‘place’ option. Rightclick on the rock border
line for the left hand boulder, and from the context menu, select ‘other options > place >
bottom’. Or just type ‘place bottom’ into the options field for this line. Now when we compile the
project this boulder will be rendered below the water area fill pattern. Note that not all PDF
viewers support transparency in their PDF rendering. As you can see below in the right hand
image, the boulder underneath the water area fill is completely hidden in the Acrobat Reader
PDF viewer, and the boulder above the water does not show the water fill beneath it either. The
Sumatra PDF viewer renders the PDF as seen on the left.

Sumatra PDF Viewer
Acrobat Reader
Boulders under and above water
You can find a copy of the sketch file with these boulders in the water in the Lesson folder as
the file named ‘OldGrottowaterfill.th2’. But to finish this lesson we are going to remove these
boulders and change the area fill back to ‘blocks’ so it correctly reflects the actual cave we are
drawing. Practise drawing the remaining areas in the Old Grotto chamber, not forgetting the
holes in the floor (use the line type ‘pit’ for these). The final ‘OldGrottol.th2’ in this lesson also
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has some waterflow, stalagmite and gradient points too. The sketch should look something like
this when you are finished.

We have ignored the stream passage passing underneath the chamber so far. This is because
a scrap is not allowed to overlap itself. In the next lesson we will learn how to add more scraps
into the project and combine them into a larger survey.

Lesson 7: Working With Multiple Scraps
Our cave has a stream passage running underneath part of the Old Grotto chamber from where
the stream drops through a hole in the floor. We cannot include both this passage and the
chamber in one scrap because a single scrap is not allowed to overlap itself. So in this lesson
we will learn how to add additional scraps into our drawing. Once you can do this you will be
able to draw up surveys for even the largest cave systems.
There is no reason not to draw multiple scraps in the same drawing file, unless it is becoming
difficult to see what is happening in the editor. Therion will render the final survey the same
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whether the scraps are in one or several .th2 files. We are going to start by drawing a new scrap
in the same sketch we are already using for the chamber. To keep it simple we will draw the
side passage which does not actually overlap the chamber first, as this will be clearer in the
tutorial.
Start by inserting a new scrap by clicking the toolbar button (or press Ctrl+R). Name the scrap
‘ShortDryWaySP2’ and set the projection to ‘plan’ following the same steps as we covered in
lesson 3.

If you look at the ‘Objects’ information panel at the top of the right hand pane, you should see
there are now two scraps defined. Each starts with a line ‘scrap  <name>’ where <name> is the
name of the scrap, and ends with the line ‘end scrap’. All the objects in each scrap appear
between these lines. So our new scrap contains nothing at the moment. If you select one of the
start lines for a scrap then everything in that scrap is coloured blue in the map editor. Select the
‘scrap  ShortDryWaySP2’ line and everything should turn yellow in the drawing because we
have not drawn anything is in this scrap yet. Now the new scrap is selected in the objects
window, any new lines or points we draw will be put into the new scrap. Start by adding the
survey station points for the side passage so that Therion will know where to place the scrap in
the survey. The procedure is exactly the same as we covered in lesson 3. Next draw the wall
lines and the boulders. Remember to check that the ticks on the wall lines point into the
passage. This should be enough for now to add the new scrap into the survey. Here is how our
scrap looks in the map editor.
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Note that in the Objects list, our scrap now contains 3 station points and two wall lines. If we
compile the project we will not see any difference in the PDF yet, because we have not added
this new scrap to the map we are outputing. But you will see it has caused the walls to be drawn
in the 3D model if you open the .lox file. To add the new scrap to the map, we just need to add
the name of the scrap into the map declaration in the OldGrotto.th file.
map OldGrottoMP
OldGrottoSP1
ShortDryWaySP2
endmap

Now compile the project again to see both our scraps in the PDF.

Next we are going to draw the passage which passes underneath the chamber. We can draw
this in the same sketch (.th2) file although it will cross over (or under) the drawing of the
chamber. Being in a separate scrap will mean the active scrap will be shown blue, while the
other scraps will be coloured yellow. So it is not too difficult to see what we are doing. Create a
new scrap named ‘OldGrottoStreamSP1’, making sure we set the type to ‘plan’, and add the
survey points in the stream (6.1 to 6.6). We can extend the stream beyond this point later on.
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See the 6 station points we have added (the blue dots) in the new scrap above. Now we can
draw the walls of this passage. At the upstream end we have drawn a closed end of the
passage around the back wall of the hole down from the chamber above. This will give a better
3D model than leaving this end of the passage open.
You can see this extra wall line around
the end of the passage highlighted in
red here. Don’t forget to add this new
scrap into the map definition in the
OldGrotto.th file. Now when we compile
the project we should see this stream
passage in the PDF now. But it is not
showing as being underneath the
chamber. We need to tell Therion to
render this new scrap in a separate
layer below the other scraps. This is
done by added the ‘break’ keyword into
the map definition as follows:
map OldGrottoMP
OldGrottoSP1
ShortDryWaySP2
break
OldGrottoStreamSP1
endmap
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Now our PDF should look like this:

If you look carefully, you can see that there is a tiny gap in the walls where our side passage
scrap and the chamber scrap meet. When we are drawing scraps in different sketches, the gaps
between the wall ends can often be more obvious. Therion can bring the ends of the wall lines
together to smoothly join the scraps. We just need to tell the program which scraps we want
smooth joins between. This is done by adding a ‘join’ in the .th file which includes the sketch file
containing the scraps we want to join. Add a line right after the ‘input OldGrotto.th2’ line:
join OldGrottoSP1 ShortDryWaySP2

Now compile the project again and the gap between these two scraps will have disappeared.
We do not need to join the OldGrottoSP1 scrap to the OldGrottoStreamSP1 scrap because
these do not have any wall lines which join end to end.
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Lesson 8: Larger Project Data Structures
Real world surveys are rarely completed in one trip. In this lesson we are going to reorganise
our project so that we can expand it to cover multiple surveying trips. It is important to have a
good data structure for your files in large projects. There are many ways you could choose to do
this, and different Therion users have their own ways for organising their data. The data
structure we are going to use for this lesson is an example of one way to work. It has the
advantages of keeping your files organised by survey trip and allows you to process each trip
separately when you are editing just that part of the cave. Then you can process the whole cave
to generate the complete map and models.
We are going to group our data and sketch files for each survey trip together. You can do this
simply by naming the files with the same prefix. For larger cave system projects I also group
trips together by creating a folder for each area or cave in the system (typically you start with
separately named caves that over time get connected into one system, but continue to be
referred to by the original name of each major cave entrance). The data organisation is also
important in our naming and structure of the survey blocks in the project. The outline of the data
structure we are going to be using is as follows:
survey EntireCave
<map definitions for entire cave>
survey Trip1
<input sketches for trip 1>
<map definitions for trip 1>
centreline
<survey trip 1 data>
endcentreline
endsurvey #end of Trip1
survey Trip2
<input sketches for trip 2>
<map definitions for trip 2>
centreline
<survey trip 2 data>
endcentreline
endsurvey #end of Trip2
<more trips ....>
endsurvey #end of EntireCave

We could enter this data structure into one big .th file, but it is generally easier to split out each
trip into its own file. So each trip has one .th file containing the centreline (numbers) data, plus a
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set of .th2 files which go with it containing all the drawings. Note that the scrap drawings
(sketches in .th2 files) are included inside the survey data block for each trip. This is important
because it enables Therion to understand which numbered station in the data corresponds to
which numbered station point in the scraps. e.g. We might have a trip where the entrance was
surveyed using station numbers 125. Then a later trip where a passage further into the cave
was surveyed using stations numbers 132. This means we have two stations using the number
20. If the scraps are included outside of the individual trip survey data block then we will need to
name each station in the scrap with both the survey name and the number. But by including the
scrap inside the survey trip block we can just use the name ‘20’ in the scrap drawing and
Therion knows which trip is belongs to. This is particularly helpful when drawing up scraps
imported from PocketTopo because the Therion map editor will automatically set the station
point names from the PocketTopo sketch, and these will use just the number from that trip. We
will look at how to deal with more complex cases later, but for now in this tutorial you should be
able to just use the autoassigned station names in the map editor which makes drawing up
much easier.
These files representing each trip can optionally be put into their own folders to help further
organise the files on disk, but as we are drawing up just one cave in this tutorial this is not
necessary. The entire cave is then represented by a master .th file which contains the maps
which bring all the survey trips together, and the centreline definition which joins all the
centrelines for the individual trips together. We will start this lesson by reorganising what we
have drawn so far in this tutorial so that it follows the data structure outlined above.
So far we have created trip files named ‘swildons’ and ‘OldGrotto’. The files for the Old Grotto
trip are already named ‘OldGrotto.th’ and ‘OldGrotto.th2’, which is what we want for that trip. But
the original files we created in the earlier lessons of this tutorial are named after the cave. So we
need to move the data from the survey trip in the ‘swildons.th’ file into a new file named after
that trip. We still need a ‘swildons.th’ file to bring the whole cave together. So we are going to
COPY
the ‘swildons.th’ file and rename this copy to ‘ShortDryWay.th’, leaving the original
‘swildons.th’ file where it was. The ‘swildons.th2’ file containing our sketch only relates to the
Short Dry Way trip, so can just rename it to ‘ShortDryWay.th2’.
Now open the ‘ShortDryWay.th’ file in the editor, and make the following changes:
● Change the survey name to ShortDryWay
● Change the name of the .th2 file in the input statement to match out renamed .th2 file
● Rename the map from ‘swildonsMP’ to ‘ShortDryWayMP’
● Remove the line: cs OSGB:ST
● Remove entrance and fix lines
Our two data files (OldGrotto.th and ShortDryWay.th) should now contain the same pattern of
items representing a survey trip (or part of the cave). We can process each trip separately to
check everything is working, by changing the ‘source’ statement in the thconfig file. We are
going to keep several source statements in this file as we work on the project, but only one can
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be active at a time. So we will put a ‘#’ character at the start of the other source statements to
comment them out (meaning Therion will ignore them). First check the project compiles with the
source still set to ‘OldGrotto.th’ to confirm everything is alright. You should get a PDF showing
the Old Grotto area.
This next section is important to know if you are moving files into different folders and your
sketches stop showing the background sketch in the map editor. But if you are following this
tutorial exactly then you will not run into this problem here and you can skip the next 5
paragraphs (jump to just above the next graphic below). But if you want to know how to fix
broken background sketches then read on (but don’t make the edits unless you need to fix a
problem!).
Open the ‘ShortDryWay.th’ and ‘ShortDryWay.th2’ files in the editor. If you had decided to
organise your files into separate folders then when you look at the sketch in the map editor, you
would see that the background drawing is no longer showing. This is because you have moved
the file to a new folder, and the path to the drawing no longer points to the folder containing the
background sketch drawing. You can avoid this problem in future by deciding on the folder
structure for your projects before creating the sketches. But it is useful to know how to fix this
problem when we do reorganise our project files. Close the sketch in the map editor, and
instead open the .th2 file in a normal text file editor. e.g. Notepad on Windows, or the much
better Notepad++ (see links at the end of this tutorial).
You will see that even the .th2 file is actually a plain text file which describes all the scraps,
points and lines we have drawn. This is useful to know as you can sometimes find and edit the
sketch in a text file editor to fix problems (like searching for lines containing only a single point).
The first few lines in the file encode where the background drawing is located on disk, relative to
the .th2 file. Our file starts as follows:
encoding utf8
##XTHERION## xth_me_area_adjust 132.0 132.0 1348.0 1192.0
##XTHERION## xth_me_area_zoom_to 100
##XTHERION## xth_me_image_insert {1028.81937007874 1 1.0} {267.04511811023633
3.0} PocketTopo/ShortDryWayth_p.xvi 0 {}

The ‘image_insert’ line is the one we need to change. If we had moved our .th2 file into a
subfolder, the background drawing (a .xvi file) is no longer found from this location using the
path ‘
PocketTopo/ShortDryWayth_p.xvi
’. Now we need to tell it that the PocketTopo folder
is one level higher up. This is indicated by using a special code for ‘the folder one level up’
which is a pair of dots. So you would edit this line in the .th2 file to change the
‘
PocketTopo/ShortDryWayth_p.xvi
’ to ‘
../
PocketTopo/ShortDryWayth_p.xvi
’. Save the
file and then open it in the Therion map editor again. You should see the background sketch is
displayed now.
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If all that seems too complicated, then you could instead move all the files related to a sketch
into the same folder as the sketch. Then if in future you rearranged your folders, then as long as
you keep all the files for the trip together in the same folder, the paths should work. If you decide
to do this then you would need to edit the .th2 files you have already created so that the path to
the background sketch was just the .xvi file name. So in our case we would change the
‘
PocketTopo/ShortDryWayth_p.xvi
’ to ‘
ShortDryWayth_p.xvi
’, and then keep the
ShortDryWayth_p.xvi
file in the same folder as the ShortDryWay.th2 file. Don’t forget to fix
the path for the .xvi file in the OldGrotto.th2 file too, and check that the background sketch
appears when you open it in the Therion map editor.

This is where to pick up again if you skipped that last section and your drawings are showing
their background sketches in the map editor. Open the Short Dry Way sketch in the map editor
again. We originally named the scrap we created in the earlier lessons ‘swilSP1’. Select the
scrap in the map editor (use the ‘Select Next Scrap’ button).

Then change the name of the scrap in the ‘Scrap’ information panel to ‘ShortDryWaySP1’. We
also need to change the scrap name in the map definition in the ‘ShortDryWay.th’ file to match.
Now comment out the source line for the Old Grotto in the thconfig file, and add a new source
line for our Short Dry Way trip:
#source OldGrotto.th
source ShortDryWay.th

Now when you compile the project you should see the PDF contains the Short Dry Way trip
instead of the Old Grotto. We now have a project where we can work on the sketch for either of
our two survey trips, and add new survey trips following the same pattern. All that remains is to
create a source which combines the trips into a single plan map.
Open the original ‘swildons.th’ file in the editor. We only want to keep the information which was
not part of an individual survey trip (the coordinate system declaration and the entrance fix).
These are the edits we are going to make in this file:
● Remove the input statement for the old .th2 file.
○ Instead we want to input ShortDryWay.th and OldGrotto.th here.
● Remove the date, team and all survey data lines from the centreline block (only the
coordinate system declaration, entrance and fix should remain in centreline).
● Rename the entrance and fix station to ‘ent’.
● Add statements to link our entrance station to a station from one of our survey trips, and
to link our two survey trips together:
○ equate ent 3.0@ShortDryWay
○ equate 3.13@ShortDryWay 4.0@OldGrotto
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●

Remove the old scrap reference from the map, and replace with the maps from our trips:
○ ShortDryWayMP@ShortDryWay
○ OldGrottoMP@OldGrotto

Note that now when we are referring to an item in one of our survey trip files, we have to include
the name of the survey in the reference. The format of these references is:
<object name> @ <survey name>
So to refer to station 3.0 in the Short Dry Way survey, we use the reference:
3.0@ShortDryWay
The same applies to the maps. So in our master map, we refer to the map in the Old Grotto
survey using the reference:
OldGrottoMP@OldGrotto
The map declaration in our swildons.th file now contains the maps which are defined in each of
our trips. Maps can contain either ‘scraps’ or ‘maps’, but you cannot mix the two in the same
map. This is why we define a map in each of our .th files for the individual trips, even if there is
only a single scrap for the trip. That way we can combine all the trip maps into a master map.
Now we should be able to compile the whole cave project. Change the source in the thconfig file
to be ‘swildons.th’ and compile the project. The PDF should now show all the scraps we have
drawn in one plan survey. As we have included a coordinate system and fixed a station in the
survey to a real world location we can add the export statements for the kml files back in.
Finally, as we have now included scraps which are joined end to end from different trip surveys,
we need to ‘join’ the scraps to ensure smooth joins between the wall ends. We have deliberately
moved one of the line end points in the scrap ShortDryWaySP1 to show a badly aligned wall
end in the example files for this lesson. So you will see a gap between the wall line ends where
this scrap from our ShortDryWay survey joins on to our OldGrotto survey. This is a common
situation where passage dimensions were estimated rather than measured. We can fix this gap
by telling Therion to join these scraps. We have to declare this join in our swildons.th file
because it involves scraps from more than one trip survey. Remember to reference the scraps
including their survey names. Put the join statement just after the ‘input’ lines.
This is what the complete swildons.th file now contains:
survey swildons
input ShortDryWay.th
input OldGrotto.th
join ShortDryWaySP1@ShortDryWay ShortDryWaySP2@OldGrotto
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map swildonsMP
ShortDryWayMP@ShortDryWay
OldGrottoMP@OldGrotto
endmap
centreline
cs OSGB:ST
station ent "main ent." entrance
fix ent 53122 51308 237
equate ent 3.0@ShortDryWay
equate 3.13@ShortDryWay 4.0@OldGrotto
endcentreline
endsurvey

We now have a data structure which can be extended with more survey trips to build up a larger
survey. In the next lesson, we will look at how we can make our survey look better by using
‘layouts’ to customise the presentation of our drawing.

Lesson 9: Using Layouts to change styles
Up to this point we have told Therion what to draw, but not how to draw it. Therion has chosen
how to render all the different line and point types on our survey and what sizes and fonts to use
for labels (we only specified a scaling factor using xs, s, m ,l ,xl). We can control all these things,
and also the colours used. We can also control what else appears on the page and where.
Therion has by default displayed the survey name, length, depth, surveyors names and a scale
bar. In this lesson we will learn how to change all these things, including where they appear on
the page.
When you are starting to learn Therion, there is a dilemma that you have to draw enough of the
survey to see how all the symbol and text sizes look when you change them. But you don’t want
to draw too much before you decide on your sizes because the sizes and symbols you choose
will change how and where you want to place them. So now we have enough of our survey
drawn to get a good idea, it is time to decide on the scale we want to produce the survey, and
hence the sizes to use for labels and symbols. If you were drawing a 30 metre long cave to fit
on an A3 sheet of paper then you can use pretty small symbols and labels and fit in a lot of
detail. But if you are drawing a 15km long cave to fit onto a large sheet of paper you will want
much larger symbols and labels for them to be readable on the printed sheet (or on a screen
when zoomed out enough to see much of the cave).
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We’ll start by defining a layout where we can start to change some things. This is done in the
thconfig file, so switch to the ‘Compiler’ window, and add the following below your ‘export’
statements:
layout local
endlayout

We can use any name for our layout (in fact you can have multiple layout definitions and
combine them for different purposes). But a convention I use is to call the layout ‘local’ when it is
the one defined in the file I am compiling for the project. Now we have defined a layout (albeit
with no content yet) we can tell Therion to apply it in our PDF export statement. Add the text ‘
layout local’ into the export command for the plan PDF as follows:
export map projection plan layout local o swildons.pdf

Check that the project still compiles OK. You should not see any change, but this confirms
everything has been done correctly. Now we have a layout defined, we can start to customise it.
We will start with the background colours. There are two main areas we can set colours for, the
page background (all the page outside our cave) and the cave passage (inside our cave walls).
Colours are defined using the RBG system where three numbers are declared for each of the
Red, Green and Blue components. In Therion these numbers are in the range 0100. Red is
declared as [100 0 0], green as [0 100 0] and blue as [0 0 100]. When declaring in a colour it is
helpful to include a comment giving the colour a descriptive name, so that it is clear what the
colour will look like in the configuration file.
Therion refers to the page background as mapbg and the cave interior as mapfg. Add the
following line inside your layout definition and compile the project to see the cave passage
coloured with a pale yellow fill:
color mapfg [97 86 38] # pale yellow

We can colour the page background grey by adding the following line in the layout:
color mapbg [75 75 75] # lightgrey

Now that the scraps are rendered with a coloured background, we can see if there are any gaps
in our scrap joins. It is a good idea to use a mapfg colour when drawing, as you will spot
problems which could otherwise be hidden until you view the model or KML output. A typical
example if joining three scraps at a junction. As the scrap borders are a straight line across the
ends of the walls, it is possible to leave a hole in the cave if you choose the wrong place to end
your scraps.
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Here is an example. The cave passage looks fine in a plain black and white PDF.

The image on the right shows the extent of the walls of the 3 scraps joined at this junction.

If we set a pale yellow mapfg colour,
then the hole in the model is obvious.

We can also see it clearly if we set a grey
page background.

When joining scraps near a junction, avoid having three scraps all joined in one place, by
moving the joins into the passages to the side of the junction. So all the area inside the cave
walls is part of one of the scraps:

A better way to join 3 scraps (outlined in colours) at a junction
You can also specify Therion to use different colours for each scrap (or map) to help distinguish
them in the survey. Change the mapfg command in the layout to the following to colour each
scrap a different colour:
color mapfg scrap

This is very useful when working on the drawing to see how the different scraps are layered on
top of each other, as you can see in our survey using this option (with a pale grey mapbg
colour).
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Now we have got some colour (or grey shading if you prefer) into the survey, it is time to look at
the title box and information displayed. We haven’t told Therion what we want it to generate a
plan of yet, so the program has picked the first map definition it found in the source .th file we
specified in the thconfig file. We haven’t given out maps titles yet, so we will do that now so that
Therion knows what we want to call our plan map. Open the swildons.th file, and add a title to
the swildonsMP map definition as follows:
map swildonsMP title "Swildons Hole"

If you compile the project again you will notice it is still not displaying the title. In fact it is not
even displaying the map name ‘swildonsMP’. The current title box is displaying the name of the
survey. We need to specifically pick the map we want to plot if Therion is to display the map title.
Once we have compiled the project at least once, the compiler window (press F3) will have
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populated some fields in the righthand pane with the structure of our project. In our case, we
should now see the survey structure and map structure boxes filled in:

Notice that it has already picked up the new title ‘Swildons Hole’ we gave to our swildonsMP
map, whereas the other maps are still showing the map name. Click in the edit pane for the
thconfig file to place the cursor at the top of the file, and then doubleclick on the map name
‘Swildons Hole’. The editor should insert a select statement for this map into the config file.
select swildonsMP@swildons

It has used the full path to this map in the survey. Now Therion knows which map we want to
use, it will display the title of this map in the plan when you compile the project. So now you
should see the title ‘Swildons Hole’ displayed on the plan survey.
Note that you can only use one select statement in a thconfig file, and it does not matter where
in the file you put it. I always put it at the top so it is easy to spot. If you put in select statements
for more than one map then only one of them will be used. So to generate different PDFs using
different maps, you need to create multiple thconfig files for your project. You might typically do
this to generate a large scale PDF of the cave entrance series, and a smaller scale map of the
entire cave. We will look at changing the scale later in this lesson.
Next we will add some more information to the title box. So far it is showing the list of team
members and date of survey trips, a scale bar, a North arrow and the cave length and depth. If
you change the mapfg colour to ‘altitude’ then you will also see a key for the colours. This is
autogenerated from the altitude range of the survey stations in the scraps you have included in
the map. There is currently no way to change the colours used, but you can pin the minimum
and maximum altitude by included a couple of fake survey stations in your project fixed to the
min and max altitude you want to colour by. Note that each scrap is a single colour, so the
altitude for the scrap is based on all the survey stations in that scrap. If you want to generate
surveys using colour by altitude then it is highly recommended to start a new scrap whenever
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there is a significant change in height (i.e. at a pitch), or when the change in floor height over
the scrap is more than 510 metres.
We have used quite a few symbols in our drawing already, so it would be useful to include a
legend. This is simply done by adding the following line into the layout definition:
legend on

Now when you compile the project the PDF should show a legend illustrating every symbol used
in the drawing.

At this stage, our title box and legend is taking up over half the page, which is probably not what
you want for a small cave survey like this. You can control this by changing the scale. The
default scale is suited to larger cave surveys where there is a lot more passage to fit on the
page. But for the small section of cave in our tutorial map if makes more sense to draw the cave
passage larger on the page. Add the following line into the layout definition:
scale 1 100

This will make the cave passage larger on the page with respect to the size of the legend. Note
that the symbols and text have not got larger, only the scale used to plot the passage position
has changed. This has resulted in the text, symbols and legend all appearing much smaller on
the screen when viewing the full PDF (in fact they have stayed the same size but the overall
page size has increased to fit on the larger scale drawing of the cave passages). Now that the
cave passages are twice the size as before (the default scale before we declared it was 1:200)
the symbol fills fit a lot more pebbles or blocks inside the passages where we used them. You
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can control the scale used to draw the symbols and labels on the survey separately if required.
If you want to return to them to the 1:200 scale while keeping the passages at 1:100 scale then
you can declare the basescale alongside the scale:
scale 1 100
basescale 1 200

Note that now the symbols and label text has doubled in size, but the legend is still the same
size. You can also control the size of the text labels individually with their scale option in the
map editor (remember we set the option ‘scale l’ when adding label points. There are 5 built in
scale codes for labels: xs, s, m, l, xl which can be used to control the relative size of the text.
The actual font type face and sizes for each of these scale codes can be defined too, as can the
appearance of any of the symbols. But that will be covered in the next lesson. The main point to
take away here is that the appearance of the survey is very much controlled by the layout
settings you use to render it. So before you draw a lot of scraps, you need to decide on the
scale and symbol styles you want for your output. Otherwise you will find yourself having to do a
lot of redrawing when you find symbols no longer fit in the places you put them, or text overlaps
other detail on the survey and needs repositioning.
There are a few more things we might want to add to our layout. We can add a free text
comment using the mapcomment command in the layout. For example we could add a
copyright message:
mapcomment "Copyright 2016 Footleg Caving Expedition"

A grid is also useful. For this we need to specify what the North reference is for the grid (we
should always do this regardless of whether we choose to show a grid or not, as it also applies
to the North arrow. We have already defined a coordinate system in our survey, so we will
specify that the north reference should be ‘grid’ (the alternative is ‘true’). We have to specify
whether the grid crosses are drawn over the top of the cave passages, or underneath them on
the map, using ‘top’ or ‘bottom’ in the grid declaration. We also need to specify a grid spacing.
This has 3 dimensions because we can also draw an elevation map which means the vertical
dimension is applied in drawing a grid. On our plan only the Easting and Northing grid spacings
will affect the grid. Our survey is small, so we’ll specify a 10m x 10m grid for the plan (and 10m
for the vertical dimension too just to be consistent).
north grid
grid bottom
gridsize 10 10 10 m

You should now see a grid on the survey. We can add grid coordinates printed along the
borders only, or at every grid cross, using ‘all’ or ‘border’:
gridcoords all
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Finally, you may not want North to be at the top of the page in the map. You can change this
using the rotate command. This rotates the page by the specified number of degrees, so the
following will make North is point at an angle of 45 degrees on the page:
rotate 45

Finally we might want to move the title box on the page so it fits better alongside the survey.
Currently it extends the page size below the survey, leaving a lot of empty space on the page.
We can control the position using the mapheader command in the layout. This command
specifies where to place one corner of the header box. The position is given in terms of the
percentage of the survey width, and the survey height (from the bottom left corner). The corner
or edge reference for the title box is specified as a compass direction (n,ne,e,se,s,sw,w,nw). So
if you wanted to place the northeast corner of the header box in the top right corner of the
survey, you would use this command:
mapheader 100 100 ne

Note how this makes it overlap the cave on our page. To put the header box to the right of the
survey, we want to position the NW corner of the header box at the top right corner of the
survey:
mapheader 100 100 nw

In our example plot, it makes more sense to put it inside the area of the survey plot, but in the
empty space in the bottom left corner. So we’ll put the SW corner of the header box in the
bottom left corner of the survey:
mapheader 0 0 sw

There are plenty of other things that can be customised in layouts. For more information look in
the ‘layouts’ section in the Therion Book PDF (p.49). In the next lesson we will look at
customising the symbols themselves, and how to use predefined layouts developed by others.
At the end of this lesson, here is how our final survey layout looks:
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REWRITTEN UP TO HERE  15th Mar. 2016

Lesson 10: Controlling Symbols Styles and Using Predefined Layouts
This lesson will cover customising the actual symbols used, hide the survey markers and
customise the text scales.
(Start with more drawn up cave in this lesson, so that the styles and layout show off more
features.)

Lesson x: Adding XSections
(Note: This lesson still uses an example from an older tutorial, and needs updating to cover this
using an example from Swildons)
In this lesson we will learn about a new type of scrap, used for adding cross sections to our
survey. Each section is drawn in a separate scrap, and these are then incorporated into the
survey using a special point type.
First we need to create a new scrap for drawing one of the cross sections. We are going to draw
the section at survey station 1.7, so we will identify the scrap using the name of our survey,
followed by ‘SX’ for scrap+xsection. As we will have a xsection scrap for every section we
draw, we also need to add the station name to make the id for each scrap different to all the
others. So set the id field for the new scrap to ‘bpwSX1.7’. This scrap is neither a plan or
elevation drawing, so we need to set the projection field to ‘none’. Here is the section we are
going to draw, and the scrap information panel.

Note that a xsection scrap only contains a single survey station, so Therion cannot work out the
scale from the distance between stations. This is where the scale information in the scrap
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information panel becomes crucial. Here the values have already been entered correctly
because we set the scale when we created the first scrap from the PocketTopo drawing back in
lesson 3. All new scraps will be created with the same scale as the last scrap in the same .th2
file, which is why we set it up right at the start. Now we can draw our section. Use wall lines for
the outline, and rockborder lines for the boulder. It is not required to add the survey station to
the scrap, but doing so enables the position of the station to be shown on the section in the
finished survey drawing. It also clearly associated the section with the station in the data.
Now we have drawn the section we need to include it on the survey. We do this by indicating
the plane of the section on one of our plan scraps. So select the scrap containing the plan
drawing of the part of the cave where our section is located. Now draw a straight line through
the cave passage to indicate the plane of the section. Do this by clicking without dragging so
that we get a straight line. Change the line type to ‘section’. Make sure the yellow tick on the line
points in the direction which our section was drawn facing. In our case this is down towards the
bottom of our sketch. We have arrows at either end of the section line on the final drawing, or at
both ends. We will choose both here, so we need to add the text ‘direction both’ to the options
field for the line. If we only wanted an arrow at one end we would use ‘direction begin’ or
‘direction end’ to say which end of the line the arrow should be drawn.

Now we need to add a point to show where we want the actual xsection to appear on the plan.
Add a point near to the end of the section line, and set the point type to ‘section’. We need to
specify which section scrap we want to be drawn at this position, so set the options field for the
section point to ‘scrap bpwSX1.7’. This will draw our section on the plan at the position we
placed the point. Here is how the plan PDF looks now.
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Normally we would draw a section facing in the direction looking up the page, so that the section
as drawn on the page has the same leftright orientation as the passage on the plan. Ours is the
reverse way round here because in the cave we drew these sections while surveying South (i.e.
facing down the page). We can easily fix this in Therion. We just add the option ‘flip horizontal’
to the section scrap. So select the scrap where the section was actually drawn (bpwSX1.7) and
add this option to the options field in the scrap information panel. We also need to reverse the
direction of the tick on our section line so that the arrows on the ends now point up the page.
There is one more neat trick we can do with the section line. If we add curve control points to
the points at each end of the line and position these just outside the passage walls then the
section line will only be drawn up to the positions of these nodes. This is done by ticking the
check boxes either side of the word ‘smooth’ for each line point. We only need to tick the box
that shows the control handle over the line (rather than the one beyond the end of the line).
Then move the control node so that it is close to but just outside the wall as shown here.

The section line and reversed section should now look like this.
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We can add more sections to the survey by creating a new scrap for each one and the drawing
a section line and section point on the plan scrap where we want them to appear. Try adding a
few more to practice what we have covered in this lesson.

Lesson x: Producing Different Plans Using Maps
Offsetting maps from different overlapping levels.
Different scales for subsections of the overall cave.

Lesson x: Adding a Landscape Overlay to the model

Lesson x: Drawing an Elevation

Lesson x: Advanced Drawing
Advanced Text Use
Explain differences between line and point labels.
Look at the effects of different scales.
Show examples of how text can be included in some maps and not in others (using different
maps).

Advanced Drawing Examples
(A cave with an open shaft to the surface. As this feature is open to the surface we should draw
it as an entrance shaft. See UIS symbols PDF.)
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Lesson x: Customising the Rendering Style and Symbol Sets
(Advanced lesson on creating custom symbols)

Additional Links and Download Information
For PocketTopo to run on some older Windows mobile 5.0 PDAs, you will also need the dotnet
framework on your pda, which can be hard to find so we have put the DotNet_cabs here:
http://www.ubss.org.uk/__Files/
Unzip and put them on an SD card. Pick the correct one and run it on your PDA (I have found
no easy way to work out which one to run, but getting the wrong one seems to just gives an
error, so I just try them in order until it works).
Cave Converter
Survey data format converter tool. Enables you to convert existing survey data into formats
which can be imported into PocketTopo. Also enables data containing splays to be converted
into LRUD (left,right,up,down) passage dimensions in formats which generate 3D models using
LRUD.
(v20151014, released 14th Oct. 2015)
http://wscc.darkgem.com/caveconverter
GMapCatcher
http://code.google.com/p/gmapcatcher/
Downloads links on the left of that page.
Notepad++
A multiple file text file editor, which can be extended to run Therion directly from within the editor
to compile project files to product Therion cave models and maps.
Download: 
http://notepadplusplus.org
For details on configuring for Therion see the Therion wiki page:
http://therion.speleo.sk/wiki/doku.php/contrib:externaleditors#notepad
Sumatra PDF
This free PDF reader is highly recommended for working with Therion projects. The Adobe
Acrobat reader (and most other PDF readers on Windows computers) lock the PDF file they
have open. So you get an error if you try to generate an updated PDF from Therion unless to
close the PDF file in the reader every time before processing your Therion project files.
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SumatraPDF will allow you to keep the PDF file open in the viewer, and each time you update it
by processing your Therion project files it will just refresh the viewer with the newer PDF.
http://www.sumatrapdfreader.org
Terraintool
http://www.ubss.org.uk/terraintool/terraintool.php
This needs Java to run, see instructions on the webpage.
TopParser
Tool which processes PocketTopo survey data files (.top files) directly and generates Therion
project files ready to start drawing.
(v1_2_3, released 3rd Aug. 2013)
Available as a Windows exe file (needs unzipping). For Linux and Mac (or Windows if you have
python), you can get the python source to run directly (I'll assume you know what you are
doing!): 
https://bitbucket.org/AndrewA/topparser
WinMerge
(v2.14.0, released 2nd Feb. 2013)
http://winmerge.org

UIS Cave Symbols Reference
This reference document shows the international standard cave survey symbols from the Union
International Speleology (UIS):
http://www.carto.net/neumann/caving/cavesymbols/uis_signatures_english.pdf

UIS Mapping Grades
The international survey grades are explained in this document:
http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1046&context=ijs

Notes for improvements and ideas for future additions
to this tutorial
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Not yet covered but should be included in this Tutorial
Moving objects from one scrap to another using the objects panel.

Advanced Tutorial
Using Hidden Aven, show the following advanced features:
● How multiple scraps can be joined along curved lines to give good colour by altitude.
● Use of lines other than wall lines to represent outside of model (ceiling step).
● Use of ceiling height points to improve 3D model.
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